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Love Marriage Specialist Astrologer in Delhi

Get the Advice from a Renowned Love Marriage Specialist Astrologer in Delhi

Getting married to the love of your life seems like a dream for some girls and
boys.  Whereas  there  are  many  cases  in  which  the  girl  and  boy  marry
successfully to their love but they are not happy. If you are facing the same
situation, it is advisable to get in touch with our expert Acharya V Shastri once.
He is one of the well-known love marriage specialist astrologers in Delhi. He can
provides you the alternative solutions for your love marriage problems.

Common Problems for Which You Can Consult Love Marriage Astrologer

In love marriages, the couple goes through different types of problems. The love
marriage specialist astrologers in Delhi  provide a solution for both pre-love
marriage and post love marriage issues. Here is a list of problems that are
faced by the couples in love marriage

Pre-Love Marriage Issues

Disapproval or objection by parents for the love marriage

Girl or boy is not ready for the marriage

Caste and religion of the girl/boy is different
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Fear of Society

Post Love Marriage Issues

An individual is not able to take the responsibilities

Difficulty in adjusting in the new family

Spouse is attracted to a third (extramarital affair)

Financial problems

Problems created by in-laws

Love is fading

Remedies by Love Marriage Specialist Astrologer in Delhi

Here  are  some  astrological  remedies  suggested  by  the  love  marriage
astrologers for getting success in love marriage.  For removing obstacles or
convincing the parents for love marriage you can follow these remedies

Lit a Diya and place it in the south-west corner of your home.

Girls are advised to put on bangles of green colour throughout Shravan Maas
and dress in white clothes on Thursdays. Along with this, girls can also fast for 16
Mondays.

Offering red shawl or dupatta to Maa Durga and praying for the success of love.

To win their love, the boys can offer flute to Lord Krishna at the nearest temple.

Chanting the mantra “Om Lakshmi Narayana Namah” in front of Lord Vishnu
and Maa Lakshmi from a crystal bead rosary for 3 months is also helpful.

Apart from these, performing “Rudrabhishek” with honey is also advantageous
for the unmarried girls. This can be performed by married females to win their
husband’s love. Depending on the problem, date of birth and Zodiac sign, the
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remedies vary from one person to another. To know the suitable remedies, it is
advisable to consult the best love marriage specialist astrologers in Delhi. Our
experienced Astrologer Acharya V Shastri can help you with effective solutions. 

For more information related to Astrology and Vastu Contact Best Famous
Celebrity Astrologer and Vastu Consultants in Dwarka, Gurgaon and Delhi

NCR, Acharya V Shastri: + 91-9205722942
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